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Set up Windows

When the NVR system starts for the first time, a Set Up Windows wizard opens onscreen. 
Follow the guide below to go through the setup.

Select the display language for the 
operating system.

2 Click the Next button to proceed.

Click the Next button to proceed.

3

4

Configure the regional settings to 
meet your locale.
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Set up Windows (cont’d)

6

7

5 Configure the date, time and time  
zone to meet your locale.

Click the Next button to proceed.

It takes a while for the wizard to finalize 
the settings.

Once the finalization is through, the system 
auto-restarts to apply the change. 
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Launch and Select Language

After Windows Setup is done, proceed to launch the HD NVR Manager:

Click Yes to confirm.

The Default Language Setting window only shows when the HD NVR Manager
is launched for the 1st time. However language selection is still available in the
software’s Configuration Mode for any need to change the software’s display
language thereafter.

Find the shortcut icon              on the desktop and double-click the icon.

When the Default Language Setting window shows, select a display
language for HD NVR Manager and click OK. 
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Log in

After a display language is selected for HD NVR Manager, proceed to log in the
software:

When the Logon window opens onscreen, enter the username. (The default
is Admin, case-sensitive.)

Enter the password. (The default is 6001.)

Click the Logon button. If the username and the password are correct, the
software auto-launches promptly.
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Initialize Wizard

The Welcome Page

After the software is logged in, the Initialize Wizard auto-opens to guide you through the 
configuration of the NVR system. This wizard features a simple way to configure the system 
including network parameters and camera installation. If you prefer not to use this wizard for 
system configuration, click the Cancel button to quit.

Note this page isn’t available in Neuron products.
Make sure all cameras are connected in the same network with the NVR and the IP settings 
are correct. Click the Next button to continue. 
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Initialize Wizard

Step 1: HD NVR Name

Enter a desired name for the HD NVR.

Click Next to continue.

Set up the name of the HD NVR.
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Initialize Wizard
Step 2: Setup Administrator Password

Enter a desired password for the 
administrator account.

Enter the password again to confirm.

Click Next to continue.
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Step 3: Time Zone Setting

Click Edit to open the Date and Time settings.
Click the Change time zone... button and set the time zone.

Click Next to continue.

Initialize Wizard
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Initialize Wizard

Step 4: Date/Time Setting

Click Edit to open the Date and Time settings.

Configure the date and time and click OK to continue.

Click Next to continue.
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Step 5: Network Setting

Select Use IP address as below and enter the IP address, the subnet mask and the
default router of the NVR.
Click Next to continue.
The wizard needs to restart to apply the change. Click Yes to proceed.

After the restart, click Next again to continue.

Initialize Wizard



Initialize Wizard
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Step 6: Camera Vendor Selection

To discover the available camera(s) within the network, select the
vendor name(s) of the camera(s) to discover.

Click Next to continue.

NOTE: The system will use a vendor’s default username & password to add a camera.
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Step 7: Import Camera

Click the          button to rescan the network if the camera to discover isn’t listed.

To manually discover more cameras, click the plus sign (+) button           to open the
Manually Add Camera tool.   

The wizard proceeds to scan the network for the cameras of the vendor(s) selected in the
previous step. The scanned result is then listed in a table as shown below.

Initialize Wizard
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Initialize Wizard
Step 7: Import Camera (cont’d)

When the Manually Add Camera tool opens, enter the IP address of the
camera to discover and click OK to continue.

When the cameras to add is discovered, select it.

Click Next to run the importation.

NOTE: The system will use a vendor’s default username & password to add a camera.
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Step 8: Camera Recording

Select the camera(s) to enable recording for.

Click Next to continue.

Initialize Wizard
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Initialize Wizard
Step 9: Storage Automation Declaration

Select Yes or No.

Click Next to continue. (See page 17 if you select Yes. See page 19 if you
select NO. )

Read through the onscreen message.  All the hard disk drive(s) present in the system 
(except C:\ and D:\ drives) and all the external USB storage connected to the system will be 
formatted if you select Yes to continue to create the storage. If you are not sure about this, 
select No to manually create the storage later as described in the Hardware QIG.
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Step 10: System Initialization (Auto-Create Storage)

Click Execute. The wizard then proceeds to install the selected cameras
and also create sotrage volume(s).

If you have selected Yes in the previous step, follow the guide below to proceed.

Initialize Wizard
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Initialize Wizard

When the camera importation and storage recreation is through, the wizard
shows a prompt. Click OK to close the prompt.

Back to the wizard, click Finish to finish the initialization and quit the wizard.

The HD NVR Manager then launches onscreen. 
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Initialize Wizard

Step 10: System Initialization (Manually-Create Storage)

Click Execute. The wizard then proceeds to import the selected camera(s).

If you have chosen No in the previous step, follow the guide below to proceed.
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Initialize Wizard

When the camera importation is through, the wizard shows a prompt.
Click OK to close the prompt.

Back to the wizard, click Finish to finish the initialization and quit the wizard.

The HD NVR Manager then launches onscreen. 
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GUI Overview
System Information

Tree Panel

Spooler Panel

Function Buttons

Viewer

Alarm Mode

Event Mode

Display Mode

Video Controls
10

Configuration Mode10

21

User Interface
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Click the Display Mode button.

Click the Device tab in the Tree Panel.
From the Device tree, click the icon of the
channel to view.

Drag and drop the selected channel in
a viewer. (See Appendix for channel
icon status.)

The viewer then starts to stream the
live video from the selected channel.

View Live Video
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Click the viewer with a recording icon 
      on it.

Hit the Space bar on your keyboard to
enable the Video Controls.

From the timeline, locate a time in the past that
you want to view the video recorded back then.

Double-click the located time point on the time-
line to make the viewer show the desired video.

Select a speed to apply to the playback.

23

Video Playback
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PTZ

Hit the Space bar on your keyboard to a 
selected viewer to enable the Video Controls. 
From the Video Controls, click the PTZ on/off 
button to enable the camera’s PTZ feature.
Move the mouse pointer over the selected 
viewer. Click-and-hold the left mouse button 
while in the mean time move the mouse pointer 
to the desired direction.

As the mouse moves, a yellow line 
shows on the viewer and the framed 
scene moves accordingly. When
the mouse pointer moves farther,
the camera pans and tilts faster.

Use Pan & Tilt

*NOTE: Hit the key “O” to quickly enable PTZ mode.
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Use Zoom in/out

Hit the Space bar to a viewer to enable the Video Controls. From the Video Controls,
click the Zoom on/off button to enable the digital zoom.

Move the mouse pointer over the selected viewer. Scroll up/down the mouse wheel to
zoom in/out the framed scene. Keep scrolling down/up until the video images reach the
best ratio.

*NOTE: Hit the key “Z” to quickly enable digital zoom in/out.

25

PTZ
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Status icons

Channel name

Timestamp

Timeline

Channel video

4

5

5

Tip: The status icons mean the following:

- channel is recording

- motion detected

PTZ / digital zoom enabled

4

Introduction

Viewer
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Run Manual Recording

Click the viewer to run manual recording to. From the submenu that opens, click how
long to record the video for.

When the video is being recorded, the range
involved changes to green on the timeline
to indicate a manual recording event is on-
going.

Right-click over the selected viewer to open
a context menu.

From the context menu that opens, click
Manual Recording.

27

Viewer
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The viewer is maximized.

From the context menu that opens,
click Maximize.

Click the viewer to maximize.

Right-click over the selected viewer
to open a context menu.

*INFO: Double-click a viewer to promptly maximize it.

Maximize a Viewer

Viewer
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Capture Video Images

Right-click over the selected viewer to 
open a context menu.

From the context menu that opens, click
Snapshot.

Click the viewer to capture video images
from.

The video will be captured and stored in
the Spooler.

*INFO: Hit key “F11” or key “e” to quickly capture a
            video image.

29

Viewer
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From the Pattern Panel, click Layout
Selection tab.

Click a pattern among the available
bulit-in patterns. The selected pattern 
then applies to the viewer area.

Drag an active channel icon from the
device tree and drop it at a viewer.

The system then proceeds to streams the
channel’s video in the viewer.
Repeat steps 3 and 4 to the other viewers.
Click the Add Layout button to save the 
pattern that you have just defined as a
favorite one.
Enter the name for the favorite pattern and 
click OK.

Define a pattern as a favorite one so you can frequently return to it. 
Define and Save a Favorite Pattern

Pattern
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Run a Tour

Click the Favorite Pattern tab         from the
Pattern Panel and click one of your favorite
patterns.
The viewer area then recalls the associated
viewer(s) and streams the live videos from
the associated channels.

Click Tour button            to run the tour
function.

31

Pattern

*NOTE:  The Tour function is only available when there 
              are more than 2 favorite patterns.

To “tour” means to slide-show all favorite patterns, one pattern after another and at a
regular interval of a few seconds.
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Timelines
The Timelines are lines to display the elapsed time of a live video or a recorded
video. It features the following facilities:

Upper Timeline - Shows the elapsed time of a video.

Pin Bar - Marks the clock time for the video. There are two pins
  (down-triangles) on the Pin Bar. Use these pins to
  define the length of the video to export. (See page 34
  for more details.).

Lower Timeline - Shows the video in the whole time interval. Move the
  transparent bar to change the time interval on the
  Upper Timeline.

Time interval buttons - Quickly changes the time interval on the timelines.

Click the button          from the software’s Tool Bar (at the top of the software) or hit
the Space bar on your keyboard to enable the Video Controls.  

Video Controls
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Use the following buttons to manipulate video playback.

Backward-plays the video

Pauses the video

Forward-plays the video 

Brings the video back to the previous frame

Jumps the video to the next frame

Brings the video back to 5 minutes ago

Brings the video back to 1 minute ago

Brings the video back to 30 seconds ago

Jumps the video forward to 5 minutes later

Jumps the video forward to 1 minute later

Jumps the forward to 30 seconds later

Switches to the live video

Defines the time to jump to

Enables/disables the camera’s PTZ feature

Enables/disables the digital zoom in/out

Use the following buttons to control some of the camera’s features.

Function Buttons

33

Video Controls
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Export a Video Clip

Use the pins on the Pin Bar to define the start and end of the video to
export. (When there is only one pin, drag that pin to have the other pin
available.)

Click Export to Spooler button to store the video clip to the Spooler
temporarily before final exportation.

Video Controls
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Double-click a video clip in Spooler.

The Video Player then launches and auto-plays the selected video clip. Use the Video
Controls to manipulate the playback. 

Preview the Video Clip to Export

35

Spooler
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Introduction
The Alarm Mode lets you review and take actions for all the alarms the system generates.
Its GUI features the following facilities:

Search Condition Panel
Spooler

Viewer

Alarm List

Alarm Mode
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Double-click a pending alarm from the Alarm List

TIP: The three stages of an alarm:
Active

Pending

Complete

-  the alarm has neither been reviewed nor attended.

-   the alarm has been reviewed without any action
  taken.

-  the alarm has been reviewed and an action has
  been taken, which means the alarm has been
  acknowledged.

Deal with an Alarm

37

Alarm Mode



Deal with an Alarm (Cont'd)

When the Alarm Details window opens, enter 
your comment in the Comments field.

Click the Acknowledge button to acknowledge 
the alarm. The Alarm Details window then closes
the acknowledged alarm and opens the details
of the next alarm in the list.

Click Close to exit.

Alarm Mode

38
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Use Channel Search to find a channel from a large amount of channels.

In the search field, enter the name of the
channel to find. (Full name or partial name
will do.) Then click the magnifier icon.

Click the Device tab from the Tree Panel.

Seek a Channel

When there is a match, it is
highlighted in the Tree Panel.

39

Search
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Seek a Video (Precise Search)
Use Video Search to search for a video. There are two approaches to seek a video:
the Precise Search and Fuzzy Search. If the time of the video to search for is known,
use Precise Search.

Enable the Video Controls if they are not
enabled at the moment. Click the Go to
button from the Video Controls.

When the Go to dialog box opens, select
the exact date from the calendar then use
the spin box below to define the exact time
of the video to seek.

Click OK to jump to the video of the
given data and time.

Select Recording Hour to see the
calendars days with video quantity.
Select Alarm Count to see the
calendar days with alarm quantity.

Video Controls

Search
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If the time of the video to search for is unknown, use Fuzzy Search to search between
a range.

Enable the Video Controls if they are not enabled at the moment. Move the
transparent bar on the Lower Timeline until the range for search becomes available
on the Upper Timeline.

On the Upper Timeline, locate the time you’re searching for. Double-click the index
to jump the video to the time that is sought for. If the time interval is too short, use
the Time Interval Buttons for adjustment.

Seek a Video (Fuzzy Search)

41

Search



Search
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Seek an Alarm
Alarm Search means to find a specific alarm.

Click the Alarm Mode button.

Click Search Condition tab and define the 
conditions for search. 

Click the Search button              to run the
search.

All alarms that match the search 
conditions will be listed on the Search
tabbed page.
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1. Click the On-Screen Display          button to open the Display Options window.

2. Deselect Alarm Frame and click OK to dismiss the alarm frame.

1. Click the Video Control Panel button          from the software’s toolbar (atop   
 the software) or hit the Space bar on your keyboard to enable the Video   
 Controls.

2. Click the viewer of the relevant channel, which has the video that you want to   
 view.

3. From the Video Controls, click the Go to...         button and define the date and  
 time of the video to view, or simiply use the timelines to make the viewer bring  
 back the video that you want to view.

4. Click the Backward-play       or Forward-play       button to manipulate the video  
 playback.

How do I view a recorded video?

How do I disable the blinking red alarm frame around a viewer?

FAQ

43

Appendix
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1. Click the Layout Selection button          and click a desired pattern.

2. Drag and drop one or more channels from the device list to the viewer(s)  
 in that pattern.

3. Click the Add Layout button            to save the favorite pattern.

FAQ

How do I  save a favorite pattern that I can frequently return to?

Appendix
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Generic D1
Channel

PTZ D1
Channel

Connected Recording Video Lost
Recording &
& Alarm

Video Lost &
Alarm

N/A N/A

Channel Status Icons

Appendix
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Digital I/O Point Status Icons

DI Point

DO Point

Active Active & Alarm Offline Inactive Inactive &
Alarm
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